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Zarco Guerrero provides entertainment while educating
For Arizonans especially, the name Zarco seems synonymous with masks
extraordinaire. Ah, but that is just part of the story.
His list of credits testifies to his being an artist of such creative talent, in
so many fields, that you are left breathless! And, we will welcome him as our
speaker on February 13th. Save the date!
A quick recap: in 1972, his professional
career began in Cuernavaca, Mexico with a OneMan Show of bronze sculpture and ceramic masks.
His teacher? None other than Francisco Zuñiga.
During his four years in Mexico he
fostered many relationships with regional mask
makers and his respect for the rich cultural
legacy of the mask captivated him for a lifetime.
It also sparked curiosity and interest
in the human condition, particularly involving
indigenous people. He realized he had a
powerful social conscience and, through his
artistic voice, a
chance to make
meaningful
change. In 1974
he was appointed
Artist-in-
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Residence
at
Stanford. After
his
six
month
tenure, he had completed
two major mural projects at Casa
Zapata and expanded his resumé to
include poet and performance artist. The American
Indian Movement and the Chicano Movement
provided guidance and inspiration that fueled his
burgeoning activism. He returned to his native
Arizona in 1975 to work as a community muralist for
theArizona Commission on the Arts CETA Program.
Projects allowed him to connect and collaborate with
native artists and activists.
He founded the XicanindioArtists
Coalition, Inc. a non-profit arts organization
established to promote Native American and

Chicano arts. The painting of murals, community
grassroots arts and the performances of Latin and
indigenous music in schools became the main revenue
producing function for Xicanindio. This non-profit
organization has since grown to be a dynamic cultural
force in the Phoenix area and the Southwest, now
renamed Xico. (FOMA has done several collaborations
with them and hopes for more in the future.) As their
initial Artistisic Director, Zarco started the annual Día
de Los Muertos Festival which has become the main
venue for his mask making endeavors for over 40 years.
We could go on and on.This introduction has just
scratched the surface of his accolades. Extensive travel
has included apprenticeships and awards in South
America, Japan, China, Thailand and Indonesia, all with
an eye to creating sacred masks for ritual use.
A one-man masked drama called Face to
Face in a Frenzy (aka F2F) opened the door to
make ‘mask drama’ his main form of performance
expression. Judging from the audience response, he
quickly understood that this was to be his true calling.
It is unique and extremely effective in reaching large
audiences. It gives him the ability to use the power of
the mask to transform feelings and ideas in many ways
not possible with just sculpture and painting. It allows
him to work outside the mainstream while contributing
to the cultural life of his community in a creative and
positive manner.
We are indeed honored to celebrate his ‘out of
the box’ thinking and meet the man behind the masks.
Remember February 13th. Details coming in an
invitation soon. You won’t want to miss it. q
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Calendar
February

3

Board Meeting
@ 10:30 , Locaton TBA

13

Zarco Guerrero Lecture:
2:00 pm @ the Casa
(See cover story)

March

3

Board Meeting
@ 10:30 , Locaton TBA

April

7

Board Meeting
@ 10:30 , Locaton TBA

9

Tucson Bus Trip. See page 3

May

5

Board Meeting
@ 10:30 , Locaton TBA

from the Presidium...
Hola FOMA Friends
and welcome to 2022!

Legacies of the Mexican Serape

The start of a new year seems the perfect
time to remind you of FOMA’s illustrious
history. Since its founding in 1963, FOMA
has enthusiastically and successfully fostered interest and education about the arts
and culture of Mexico. Devoted members
planned and participated in lectures,
trips, museum visits, parties, fund raising and social events. Through the years,
membership grew and extensive funds
were raised which enabled substantial art
donations to many of Arizona’s premier
institutions. We have every reason to take
pride in FOMA’s legacy!
As we look to the future however, we realize how much times have changed. People
are no longer willing to provide houses
and collections for Home Tours which
were our main fund-raisers. With a tighter
budget it is no longer possible to purchase
and donate important works of art. Our
membership is aging and with Covid, travel isn’t happening. Even the much-loved
socializing as been kept to a minimum
and then, often on Zoom.
Despite our best efforts, our
membership is dwindling. The same small
group of us seems to be tasked with all the
planning, organizing, booking, cooking,
etc., until we have been spread very thin.
Without new ideas and new people willing
to take on support and leadership, it is
unclear how or if we should continue.
Unfortunately, many volunteer and arts
organizations are in similar situations.
Maybe it is time to realize that our mission
has been completed and our job is done.
Perhaps we need to talk about disbanding,
distributing remaining funds appropriately, and just enjoy becoming a “FOMA
Alum”? Our interest in Mexican art certainly wouldn’t end, and we could always
stay in touch— with lunches and museum
trips, perhaps?
As this year moves forward with events
already planned, we are asking for your
input about FOMA’s future: suggestions,
advice, solutions. Tell us what you think.
Ultimately, it will be up to you.
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Wrapped in Color

Please send your comments to one of the
Presidium: Steve Davis (daviss@cox.net),
Sarah Maresco (s45ugie@gmail.com),
Lynne Smith (lyntaitai@gmail.com) or
Fritz Thomas (fmtkot@gmail.com).

A fabulous exhibit exploring the origins,
spread and role today of the Saltillo
sarape design. Co-curated by ASM and
Zapotec textile artist Porfirio Gutiérrez
(who spoke to FOMA several years ago).
The Porfirio Gutiérrez Studio is helping
a new generation of weavers deepen
their connection to Zapotec culture and
embrace a path toward sustaining their
identity for the future.

AND FOMA’s going!

April 9: Day Trip to Tucson

Included will be:
• Arizona State Museum Docent tour.
• fabulous lunch at the historic El
Charro restaurant in downtown Tucson
• and, of course, fantastic shopping at
Arte de la Vida (owned by long-time
FOMA members Kevin and James)
AND the Lost Barrio, novel retail shops
featuring upscale Latin art décor and
unusual items from around the globe.
Invitation will be coming soon. Bus
seating is limited so sign up early.
We’re on the road again with Vax
required & Masks encouraged! q

FOMA SCRAPBOOK
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Merry Makers Teresa FitzRandolph, Mary Pat Honey, Carol & Dave McWhirter and
Frances Burruél celebrate the holidays at Aunt Chilada’s.

A ‘sign of the times’, as our audience masks up for the Martha Egan lecture. All present would
agree that her splendid talk was worth it since it allowed us to once again begin meeting in
person.Our thanks to all of you for abiding by the vax and masks policy currently in place to
keep us healthy and safe.

Nancy Davis and Mary Christensen blend in perfectly with
the wonderful Agave graphics.

OFF THE BEATEN PATH . . . . Yasmin Rochette
Museo Casa de la Bola: a veritable Kunstkammer
For passersby, this photograph illustrates about
as far as most people can get when attempting
to visit Casa de la Bola — even those who have
an appointment! The formidable fortress-like
front door stops you in your tracks!
With some persuasion, a great deal of consultation and debate, and a touch of cajoling, we
were finally, begrudgingly, granted permission
to enter the Inner Sanctum. It was worth the
wait.
Don Antonio Haghenbeck y de la Lama purchased this grand mansion (built in 1604), at
the end of WWII. Descended from wealthy and
ambitious German immigrants, he showed an
interest in art and collecting from an early age.
Don Antonio became successful in his own right, his wealth enabling him to travel far and wide, collecting beautiful
objects and creating his own ‘Cabinet of Wonders’ spread out over 13 rooms in this delightful home. The items range
from geologic, religious and historic relics to literally everything in between.
Perhaps though, amongst his many charitable endeavors, his greatest legacy was the support of homeless children and
lepers. In Colonía Tacubaya, a suburb west of Mexico City, he died in 1991. A man of faith, lover of art and dedicated
philanthropist, he left all his treasures in a serene setting for others to enjoy today.
Don’t just take my word for it. Check it out! q

BOOKS YOU MIGHT ENJOY:

Here is a sampling of some of the latest book releases featuring LatinX Heritage.
10 Must Reads from 2021 with two reviews included to
hopefully whet your appetite:
• Wild Tongues Can’t Be Tamed by Saraciea J. Fennell
• Hola Papi! by John Paul Brammer
• Funeral for Flaca by Emilly Giselle Prado
• My Broken Language Memoir by Quiara Alegria Hudes
• Songs for the Flames: Stories by Juan Gabriel Vasquez
• Living Beyond Borders by Margarita Longoria
• When We Make It by Elisabet Velasquez
• Infinite Country by Patricia Engel
• Of Women and Salt by Gabriela Garcia
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An unforgettable, torrential, and hopeful
debut young adult novel-in-verse that
redefines what it means to “make it,” for
readers of Nicholasa Mohr and Elizabeth Acevedo.
Sarai is a first-generation
Puerto Rican eighth grader who can
see with clarity the truth, pain, and beauty of the world both inside and outside her Bushwick apartment. Together with her older sister Estrella,
she navigates the strain of family traumas and the systemic
pressures of toxic masculinity and housing insecurity in a rapidly gentrifying Brooklyn. Sarai questions the society around
her, her Boricua identity, and the life she lives with determination and an open heart, learning to celebrate herself in a way
that she has been denied. q

From 19th-century cigar factories to present-day detention centers, from Cuba to Mexico, Gabriela Garcia’s
Of Women and Salt is a kaleidoscopic portrait of betrayals—personal and political, self-inflicted and those
done by others—that have shaped the lives of these extraordinary women. A haunting meditation on the
choices of mothers, the legacy of the memories they carry, and the tenacity of women who choose to tell
their stories despite those who wish to silence them, this is more than a diaspora story; it is a story of America’s most tangled, honest, human roots. q
FOMA MISSION STATEMENT

•To encourage understanding and awareness of the importance of Mexican art and culture •To focus on how the art and culture of Mexico has influenced the
emerging Mexican-American art community •To raise funds for the acquisition of relevant Mexican and Mexican-American art for museums and institutions
•To encourage support for the exhibition of work by Mexican and Mexican-American artists • To enhance the knowledge of Mexican art, crafts and literature
through lectures and trips

